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REVISED AFRICAK PROGRAMME ON PRICE STATISTICS

Introduction .

X* During .the first session of the Joint Conference of African Planners,

Statisticians' :jid Demographers, the report of the Working Group on Price

Statistics which spelt out the African programme en price statistics in 1979

was presented tc the StatiatioB Committee, The programme sets cut the general

plan of work tc be undertaken by the countries for the development of their price

statistics in all fields. This programme does not indicate the priorities in .

any order of importance due.to the difficulties envisaged in its implementation

by the various countries. .Instead, it was felt th^t each country could apply th,e

programme, the way it considered more appropriate to its conditions (needs,
economic development and resources available). ' In this way each country would

select its own priorities frrm the programme. Thus the priorities would Vary

from country to country.

2» . However, after considering the report of the Working Group, the Statistics

Ccmmitt.ee felt that priorities "should be spelt out for the guidance of the .

countries. In this note, an attempt has therefore been made tc indicate a set of

priorities for the collection of prices and for the compilation of related

indexes.

3. Some countries may have already, made some progress in their work on some

categories of prices. Such countries should then expand the scope of their work

by proceeding to the next item in order of priority consistent with their

existing work. Further, the programme is flexible. Countries are free to choose

areas which they consider more relevant tc. the improvement of their statistics

and which are more urgently required to satisfy the needs of users such ae the '

Ministry of Planning. Nc country is obliged to adhere strictly to the priorities

as indicated here without first assessing their usefulness for domestic purposes.

Rationale of the order of priorities indicated

4« ' The order of priorities- indicated here depends largely on (a) the
importance or usefulness of the particular type cf price statistics cr indices

for^economic planning and policy formulation purposes; (b) the necessity of such

price statistics for the compilation of their derived statistics such as national

accounts; (c) the importance of such statistics for business and commercial

planning purposes and finally (d) the relative ease with which such statistics
could be assembled or compiled. , . •

5» It will be noticed, therefore, that the- cost of living or consumer price

indexes'for the capital city,, covering the lower income group cf the population

has been given the highest priority. The resources involved here are minimal

and the scope quite^manageable. Almost all the African countries must by now

be already compiling these indexes on a regular basis. Indexes for cities or

towns, other than the capital city, and rural areas covering upper income groups

are also important. These require considerably more resources and call for

household budget surveys with extensive coverage for such, income groups. As a

result, these have been given a lower priority.
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6. Expert and import prices do not require any extensive- organizational effort

cr resources.. The required price statistics can be obtained from the importers

and exporters in each country wh< generally keep proper records, Cordial. . _ .

relationships should be developed between the National Statistics Office and the

import/export enterprises for the former to obtain the necessary data from-the

latter easily* ' '..'.' ' ' .

7. . Wholesale prices of various commodities including^riS&s^rial r^w materials

are required, among ether things, by business and manufacturing establishments fcr

planning their activities. These statistics are 'thus essential in the promotion

cf industrial and business activities in'the economy. Efforts to collect such

statistics are essential; and worthwhile. Collection cf such data may net be

unduly problematic. BL.il questionnaires to establishments engaged in this type of

activity or the interview method could be employed,

8. Producer prices of commodities produced locally and those of various inputs

are very important for national accounts purposes. They are essential fcr the

calculation of estimates of value added at constant prices. The classification of

these prices, by cemmodity basis cr-by kind cf activity should as far as possible

follow the international classifications. Where countries have their cwn classifi

cations, attempts should be made tc make them comparable with the international

classifications-

9. The indexes of final consumption expenditures covering a wide scope, as

mentioned early, require more financial and manpower resources and as such have

been accorded a lower priority.. This, cf course, dees not imply that they are

less important, but while financial resources are being sought and the manpower-

resources being developed, the consumer price index covering the capital city only

could be.used to meet the needs cf the index covering a wide scope. '

Suggested order of priorities

..i

Priority 1 -

Priority 2 -

Price indexes cf final expenditure- ■ ■ ■• . --:

The ccst. of living index cr consumer price index for.the capital

city.! to-start with* covering, at least the lower income group of.

the population* As far as possible rent element should be included

in the: index, ■ : ■

These indexes; .Serve as a general economic indicator cf the. rate-of

inflation in the economy as a whole. ..They are used as a yardstick
in the determination cf the real income adjustment cf wages?

salaries and. other income payments and also for contract payments _

to keep .them in step with the rising prices cf goods and services.

The indexes are often used in deflating national accounts,

particularly in estimating consumption expenditures..

Export price .indexes.. , - .

Price indexes should be developed fcr the important export products

tc replace the traditional unit value0 The unit value could be
continued for the present and be replaced by price indexes in*the
long run. The SITC and ISIC classification should provide the

guidelines..
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Priority 3 -

Priority 4 -

Priority 5 -

Priority 6

Import price indexes.

The indexes should "be based on selected and more rapi>esoii1;at:ive

products imported into the country covering first major divisions

1-4 of ISIC At the same time, the unit value cculd still be

compiled and "be replaced "by the price indexes in the long run.

Export and import prices are necessary in the measurement of the

terms of trade or gross margins. Changes in export and impurt

price indexes provide vital information to policy makers and

administrators for use in planning as well as in taking necessary

corrective action. Unit value indexes are usually used in

measuring price changes "but these need tc be replaced by

specific price indexes because the former are characterised by

problems of measurement•

Wholesale prices and price indexes.

The concept usually followed relates to prices at which commodities

are supplied for resale, without transformation, to the domestic

markets such as retailers, industrial and professional users, etc.,

by the merchant wholesale, trade, provided that the said establish

ments are not directly owned by the producers, in which case the

prices are producer prices.

Wholesale price indexes are used as an indicator cf price changes

in the economy. They are also used in the derivation of national

accounts at constant prices.

Producer prices and indexes of domestically produced commodities

(major products).

Initially, producer prices and corresponding indexes should be

attempted for agricultural commodities.

This should be followed by prices and indexes of industrial products,

mainly characteristic products of divisions 2-4 cf ISIC. In most

cases such products are fairly few in developing countries and

the specific producing industries are generally concentrated in

a few centres, if not the capital city alone. This makes the

collection of their prices relatively easy. Where appropriate

and possible a distinction should be made between products

intended for local consumption and those for export purposes.

As resour ces become available, the scope should be extended to

cover service activities such as transport, communications, etc.

Output and input price indexes by kind of activity--(-excluding

labour).

Initially a start may-be made with agricultural output including

fishing and forestry. Later on, the coverage could be extended .-

to divisions 2 to 4 cf the International Standard Industrial

Classification (ISIC) and still later to tertiary sectors covered

in GDPo

Since.the input price data are rather difficult to follow and

obtain, these cculd be developed at a latter stage, again starting

with agricultural inputs and.later extending the coverage to other

sectors. The price specification should be in terms cf purchasers'

values, i.e., including indirect taxes less subsidies.
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The availability cf price data, in general, permits the
administrators to measure the movement of prices, thus providing

them with a valuable tocl in jndgirg the development cf the

economy. Data en prices paid and -received "by farmers give a

useful indication cf the terms cf trade between the agricultural
sector and other sectors, as well as en the economic situation

cf the farmers. Producer price indexes are used by governments,

among other things, in monitoring business conditions in the

economy which helps in the- determination of subsidies to local^
producers and/cr importers on products, intended for the domestic

markets - ■

Priority 8

Priority 9

Priority 7 - Labour cost indexes.

This index should be attempted for selected occupations under

major ISIC divisions.

The indexes thus compiled help the administrators to decide on

policies relating to benefits to employees such as wage rates.

'.' They are also used .to obtain indicators cf real wage trends.

Extension of the scope and coverage of price indexes of final

expenditure to cover, besides the capital city and/cr the lower
income group, other urban centres, embracing all the three

population groups (lower, middle and high income groups) for
purposes of developing the urban index; the rural areas also

covering all the three population groups for the rural index;

leading to the national index in which all groups of the

population are accounted fcr. Rent should be included.

Exchange rates and purchasing power parities.

Countries must consider possibilities in the future of participat

ing in the International Comparison Project (ICP), new in its
fourth phase* Participation in the project helps countries

to collect prices data on detailed categories cf GDP, fcr use
in the calculation cf purchasing pewer parities of different

currencies* These parities will enable a meaningful inter

national comparison of main national accounts aggregates.

Another need fcr this data is the calculation of mere
appropriate exchange rates, as opposed to the existing official

monetary exchange rates, for a better understanding of the

countries' level of development and economic welfare.

General considerations

10. For the indexes, in particular the cost cf living cr consumer price indexes,

to be mere meaningful and useful to a country, the base period should be moved
forward systematically and regularly, say on3e every 5 to 10 years, but not more
than 10 years. This means conducting household expenditure surveys every 5 to

10 years in order to revise the weights*

11. The whole concept of the National Household Survey Capability^Programme

(NHSCP) is to assist countries to gather .as much useful data as possible in all
areas cf statistics through the establishment.of permanent;field organizations
which operate continuously. If all countries in the regicn.were to participate
in the UHSCP programme, it would substantially help in.the development of com

prehensive and integrated price statistics.
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12- In the compilation cf all price statistics, classifications should as far

as possible conform to the recommended international classifications such as ISIC,

SITC, etc.

13. While emphasizing the collection of data, continuous attention should be

directed to their analysis and timely dissemination. Once the data are published,

they need to be updated periodically in regular publications.

14. The periodicity of compilation of the suggested indexes could be monthly,

quarterly or annual depending on the circumstances cf each country. However,

fcr those countries that have not embarked en compiling most cf the data, a

quarterly compilation could be the aim tc start with.

15. The proposed priorities above fellow closely the general international

recommendations for the development cf price statistics at the national level.

The System of National Accounts (SNA) provides much of the guidance required on

the concepts and classifications tc be followed. Other documents to be utilised

with regard to methodology, procedures and definitions are the manuals on producers'

price indices cf industrial goods (Series M.66), consumer price indices (still under
preparation), import and expert prices (still under preparation also), and the
guidelines en principles of a system of price and quantity statistics (Series M-59),
all published by the UN Statistical Office; ajid a manual on farm and input prices:

collection and compilation by the Food and Agricultural Organization (PAO). All these
documents can be obtained directly from the respective organizations en request.

16. The Statistics Division of the Economic Commission fcr Africa is very keen

to know from time to time the progress being made by the countries in implementing

the programme and should be kept informed cf all developments and the problems

faced by the countries.
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AFRICAN PROGRAMME FOR PRICE STATISTICS

A. . Conceptual and methodological framework

1. The basic source cf guidance en the concepts and classifications to be

used in the system should be the SNA. The related national estimates cf the

commodity flows of the SNA should provide the main sampling frames for pricing

work.

2. ' The M.59 guidelines (Statistical paper, series M No. 59) should be
regarded as providing the immediate framework for the development of the system.

3. The United Nations Statistical Office manuals on (i) producer prices of

industrial products:" (ii) export and import prices; and (iii) consumer price
indexes, which should be available within a year should be the main source of

practical guidance on these areas. A FAO manual on agricultural producer prices-

should also be available shortly.

4. These publications should be supplemented by mere detailed EGA recommendations

on the subject, where appropriate.

5. The ECA secretariat should periodically eompile-and disseminate... itc member

countries detailed information on country practices and programmes in price

statistics .within the region.

6. The classification used in compiling price indexes should take1 account

of the relative importance cf the categories in each country but should as far

as possible be consistent with international standards (SITC, ISIC etc)-

7- Laspeyers indexes should be used for pure price measurements and' Paasche

indexes (or approximations) for national accounts deflation. The base period1"""

and weighting pattern for the Lasp.eyres indexes should be changed as necessary.

8. The need for the adjustment of prices for quality changes should be

kept in mind but net ever stressed. In broad aggregates, changes in quality

may be offsetting.

9. The reliability of compiled indexes should be examined periodically

through spot-checks of enumeration and other means.

10. The application of probability sampling should be progressively extended

as resources and expertise become available and as appropriate sampling frames

are developed. ' --■■"■—: -'-- :- ■.:.'.„... :\ :....

11. Continuous attention should be given to the timeliness of the compilation

of price data and to arrangements fcr their analysis and dissemination.

12* Special emphasis should be given tc the methodological development of

rural pricing, particularly within the context of integrated rural surveys.
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B. Structure and content of substantive work .

Sub-pregramme 1: Export end import prices (transactions basis)

13. Unit value indexes cf experts and imports should lie. developed generally as .

proxies for specific price indexes., . -

14c These unit value indexes should be supplemented for special categories of
exports and imports by the progressive introduction cf specific price indexes.

15. Where appropriate, SITC-and ISIC-based classifications of these indexes
should be compiled with a progressively increasing degree of detail*

16. Steps should be taken as appropriate to align concepts and classifications

in this area as closely as possible with domestic pricing work*

17. A study should be made.of the problems cf compiling unit value indexes in
the region and of priorities for their improvement.

18. A study should also be made of the possible use of partner country data

in developing reliable unit value cr price indexes.

Sub-programme 2: Producer prices (commodity basis)

19. In accordance with M-59, producer price indexes should be developed fc- the
characteristic products cf major sectors of activity. These producer price indexes
should initially cover the characteristic products cf agriculture and industry.
In the services sector, special attention should be given to transport and to retail
and wholesale trade (gross margins),

20. The classifications should be primarily in terms of ISIC categories,
modified as necessary to take account of products of special importance.

21. ' A breakdown between production for domestic consumption and production for

export should be introduced where appropriate.

22. Valuation should be in terms cf producers'' values, that is, including all

indirect taxes levied on producers.

23. A study should be made by the ECA secretariat to determine the Proper
definition and application of the concept cf producer prices in the case of African

agriculture.

Sub-programme'3; Commodity prices (domestic supply)

24. Consideration should be given to the adjustment cf the producer price indexes
of sub-programme. 2 by export and import price indexes to provide price measures of
the domestic supply of commodities.

25. The classification should again be primarily in terms of ISIC categories,
modified as'neceesary to take account of products of special importance. Classifications
by end-use and stage of processing should also be considered.
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26. Valuation should be in terms of producers' values cr the equivalent for

imports.

Sub-programme 4: Output and intermediate input price indexes (activity basis)

27. Output price indexes en an activity basis should be compiled annually fcr

major sectors cf activity such as agriculture and industry where detailed

information on output, is available,

28. For.key sectors such'as' agriculture these indexes should be supplemented

by correlated indexes relating to intermediate consumption of goods and services,

29- In both cases, the commodity price information developed fcr sub-programme 3

should be used to compile indexes in Xaspeyres form- The corresponding Paasche

indexes should provide the deflators required for national accounting purposes.

30. The classification should be in terms cf ISIC, modified as necessary to

reflect the specific national situation.

Sub-prcgramme 5' Labour input prices

31,, For deflation and other purposes,, wage-rate indexes should be developed

fcr selected occupations acrcss the spectrum cf economic activity as defined by

ISCO.

32. On an annual basis cf compilation, labcur-ccst indexes should be developed

fcr major ISIC branches of activity ether-than agriculture. These indexes should .

cover wages and salaries and all related labour costs.

33. In the latter case, the categories cf activity should be aligned with these

t f the previous sub-prcgramme*; ' '

Sub-prcgramme 6: Price indexes cf final expenditure

34. In the case cf consumer price indexes, attention should be directed to

enlarging the coverage of the national population and extending the scope to

correspond more clcsely with the related SNA aggregate*

35. A special study should be made cf methods of estimating rent, particularly

in the rural areas.

36. Classifications should be aligned as far as possible with these recommended

for this wcrk in the SNA.

37. For construction price indexes, proxies .should initially be developed through

the combination cf building material and labour-cost indexes-

38. Indexes for machinery and equipment should initially be compiled on the

basis of the commodity pricing of sub-programme 3*

39. For ether- elements, cf- final expenditure a similar systematic approach should

be progressively implemented, using the SNA classifications where appropriate.
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Sub-programme: 1: Exchange rates-and. pu-rciiasing power-parties _ _

40. Tc facilitate conversion cf prices and price indexes in national currencies m

into terms cf. international currencies,, series on relevant exchange rates should. .«

be ccmpiled.

* f
41. These elementary series should "be supplemented as appropriate with composite

indexes of "effective" exchange rates-

42. A limited and selective programme of purchasing power comparisons within

the region should "be sustained in conjunction with ICP on either a bilateral or

a multilateral basis.

43. A study should- be made by the'ECA secretariat cf the importance of purchasing

power comparisons for the region and cf the best,ways of articulating regional

comparisons for the region and cf the best ways of articulating regional comparison

work with the general programme cf price statistics?

C. Organization and implementation of activities

44* For the successful implementation of the programme, effective co-ordination '

should exist at national level among all agencies^engaged in price collection work._

45. The particular-form of organization adopted should not be critical but a ....... _

special unit should be charged with the co-ordination work.

46. The skills of staff experienced in pricing wcrk.in any area.should be pooled

as part cf the cc—ordination effort* . ■,

47. Advantage should be taken cf the various regional and sub-regional

statistical training programmes organized by United Nations in addition tentraining

at the national level-

48. A permanent field organization should be established where necessary as

provided for in the African Household Survey Capability Programme.

49. The needs cf price statistics work should be fully considered in.the develop

ment of the national system of establishment, enterprise and household censuses and

surveys. ' : ■

50. Bilateral exchanges cf technical assistance for the development or pricing

work should be initiated where appropriate within'the region,.

51. The programme should be implemented flexibly in the light of the circumstances

cf each country and the dominant pattern of economic activity. : ■

52. The ECA secretariat should monitor the implementation cf the programme and

keep member countries informed of all relevant developments-

53. The Working Group should be reconvened frcm time to time to review the

progress and relevance of the programme and tc discuss further steps needed to

achieve the basic objectives cf its work. ' ■ ■ . ■




